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Approximate Statistics

• All statistics were obtained from the Elizabethtown College Registrar and Alumni Relations offices by J. Wunderlich, Ph.D during Spring of 2007

• These type of statistics are always in flux (e.g., students changing majors, etc.)
As of March 27, 2007, current Elizabethtown College *HIGH-TECH* students (including Fall 2006 grads) in **INFSYS & CSBIS**, **CS**, **CENGR**, new EGR's & **EGRPY**, **IENGR**, **PHYS**, **PRENG(3-2)**, and **PHYSICSed**.
As of S07, current students in INFSYS & CSBIS, CS, CENGR, new EGR’s & EGRPY, IENGR, PHYS, PRENG(3-2), and PHYSed, in CS dept. (including CENGR) or in P&E dept. (including CENGR)

![Bar chart showing numbers: 55 in CS department, 64 in P&E department, and 22 in CENGR.](image)
As of S07, current students in INFSYS & CSBIS, CS, CENGR, new EGR's & EGRPY, IENGR, PHYS, PRENG(3-2), and PHYSed, in CS dept. (NOT including CENGR) or in P&E dept. (NOT including CENGR)
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